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Papers On Unemployment
Have you been waiting on your unemployment refund? If so, we've got good news for you: The IRS announced last week it's disbursing another round of 1.5 million total refunds via direct deposit and by ...
1.5 million unemployment refunds are coming: IRS timeline, tax transcripts and more
Last week, the tax agency announced it's disbursing another round of 1.5 million total refunds through direct deposit and by paper check. Some are reporting on social media that they've received IRS ...
1.5 million unemployment refunds are coming. Here's the latest on the IRS timeline
Data from payroll firms Homebase and UKG, similar to other recent studies, indicate state policies haven't pushed people back to work yet.
26 states ended federal unemployment benefits early. Data suggests it’s not getting people back to work
"Hey, did you file for unemployment?" I knew instantly what was coming next. "No," I said bluntly. "Well" said Trish. That call came in around 1 p.m. on a Tuesday. A couple of days earlier, I assigned ...
Did you file for unemployment? Neither did I
The explanation is elusive. What is clear is that, if the situation persists, the central bank won’t change its stimulus campaign.
Why There Are Plenty of Jobs and Still Unemployment
Did you get a surprise tax refund this week? The Internal Revenue Service says it has sent 8.7 million payments related to 2020 unemployment compensation.
IRS unemployment refund update: Timeline for next round, direct deposit, mailed paper checks
This week, the (FGA) published a study that highlights the economic success that Arkansas saw after being one of ...
FGA Research Paper Shows How Arkansas is Leading the Country in Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery
Millions of Americans who received unemployment compensation in 2020 were taxed on that income before it was made tax-free. Now the IRS is sending refunds.
Another 1.5 million refunds are going out to those who paid taxes on 2020 unemployment pay
The Internal Revenue Service has announced that another 1.5 million taxpayers will receive refunds averaging more than $1,600 as part of an effort to adjust unemployment compensation from previously f ...
IRS sends out average $1,600 unemployment adjustment refunds
The major U.S. index futures are currently pointing to a modestly higher open on Thursday, with stocks likely to regain some ground ...
Looming Monthly Jobs Report May Lead To Light Trading On Wall Street
As many as 13 million taxpayers who collected unemployment benefits last year may be eligible to get money back.
IRS sending out another 1.5 million tax refunds to people who overpaid on unemployment benefits
New Mexico prides itself on having the best chile in the world, but a shortage of farmhands could leave a big portion of this year’s bumper crop rotting on the vine.
Lawmakers: Labor Shortage Could Wreak Havoc on Chile Harvest
The IRS announced Wednesday that it is issuing another batch of refunds to taxpayers who received unemployment benefits last year and overpaid on their income taxes.
Stimulus update: IRS issues more refunds for overpaid taxes on unemployment benefits
Americans who took unemployment in 2020 ... this week will begin arriving in accounts on July 14 and refunds by paper check will be sent starting July 16, according to the IRS.
IRS sending out 4 million more tax refunds to those who overpaid on unemployment
with direct deposits landing in people's accounts that day and the agency mailing paper checks on Friday. The refunds are for taxpayers who collected unemployment last year and who filed their ...
IRS to send another 4 million tax refunds to people who overpaid on unemployment
Another 1.5 million taxpayers will receive refunds as the Internal Revenue Service continues to adjust unemployment compensation from previously filed income tax returns.
IRS issues another round of refunds to 1.5 million taxpayers who overpaid taxes on unemployment
The IRS said that those who have overpaid unemployment compensation taxes ... will be received by direct deposit on Wednesday or by paper checks which will begin to go out on Friday.
IRS to issue more refunds to those who overpaid taxes on unemployment compensation
Two Allegheny County residents and two inmates have been charged with smuggling drugs into prison and pandemic unemployment fraud.

In the mid-1980s the world's industrialised economies entered their second decade of stagnant growth and mass unemployment paralleled only by the Great Slump. Neo-conservative policies, which replaced traditional Keynesian remedies, have been no more successful in halting the inexorable increase in unemployment: the
stigma of failure to deal with unemployment has touched governments of all political extractions from Conservative to Liberal to Social-Democratic. New perspectives on the unemployment problem are needed and this book provides them.

High and persistent unemployment rates in Europe during the eighties gave rise to a lively discussion about the nature and causes of joblessness. Among other sources structural unemployment was blamed for the lack of response of unemployment to increasing aggregate demand. Renewed attention was thus devoted to an
analysis of the magnitude and the development of structural unemployment as well to its possi ble determinants. In this literature, the Beveridge curve experienced a resurrection and, at first glance, it seemed to be an appropriate tool to analyse the aforementioned issues. However, it was soon recognized that the
Beveridge curve, i. e. the relation between unemployment and vacancies, was anything but stable, thus requiring a care ful distinction between dynamic loops around a (stable?) long-run Beveridge curve and possible shifts due to, say, an increasing mismatch between labor supplied and demanded. The controversy is far
from being settled at the time of this writing. This book contains a collection of hitherto unpublished papers which are devoted to a theoretical and econometric analysis of structural unemployment. The papers put considerable emphasis on the question to what extent the Beveridge curve can serve as an adequate tool
for such studies. The countries under consideration are Germany and Austria. In what follows a very brief summary of each paper will be outlined. Franz and Siebeck present, at some length, a theoretical and econometric analysis of the Beveridge curve in Germany.
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